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Instructions:

Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:
In a certain code language,
‘few organic farming techniques’ is written as ‘Ii gs da Cr’
‘fertilizer products few available’ Is written ‘fo pz nb gs”
‘organic waste into fertilizer’ is written ‘nb Cr pt mk’
‘disposal of farming waste’ is written as ‘hu mk li yu’
(All codes are two letter codes only)

Question 1:
What will be the code for ‘few waste’ in the given code language?
a) gs li
b) pt da
c) da mk
d) Other than those given as options
e)mk gs
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Question 2:

What is the code for ‘organic’ in the given code language?
a) gs
b) cr
c) da
d) pt
e)Other than those given as options
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Question 3:
In the given code language, what does the code ‘yu. stand for?
a) farming
b) techniques
c) either ‘of’ or ‘disposal’
d) waste
e)either ‘into’ or ‘few’
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Question 4:
If ‘waste management techniques’ is coded as ‘ax da mk’ in the given code language, then how
will ‘farming fertilizer management’ be coded as?
a) ax nb cr
b) liaxpt
c) gs nb li
d) nb ax li
e)Other than those given as options
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Question 5:
What is the code for ‘available’ in the given code language?
a) either ‘pz‘ or ‘fo’
b) either `nb‘ or `mk‘
c) li
d) hu
e)Other than those given as options
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Solutions: (1 to 5)
1) Answer (E)
From statement 1 & 2, common word is 'few' coded as 'gs'.
Similarly, from 3 & 4, code for 'waste = mk'
Thus, code for 'few waste' is the combination of = 'mk gs'
=> Ans - (E)
2) Answer (B)
From statements 1 and 3, the common word is organic.
Thus, organic is coded as = 'cr'
=> Ans - (B)
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3) Answer (C)
From statement 1 & 4, common word is 'farming' coded as 'li'.
Similarly, from 3 & 4, code for 'waste = mk'
Now, in statement 4, two words are left, i.e. 'disposal' and 'of' coded as 'hu' or 'yu' interchangeably.
Thus, the code 'yu' stans for = 'disposal' or 'of'
=> Ans - (C)
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4) Answer (D)
From statement 1 & 2, common word is 'few' coded as 'gs'.
From 1 & 4, code for 'farming = li'
From 1 & 3, code for 'organic = cr'
From above statements, in statement 1, code for 'techniques = da'
Similarly, from 2 & 3, code for 'fertilizer = nb'
From 3 & 4, code for 'waste = mk'
Now, it is given that code for 'waste management techniques' = 'ax da mk'
=> Since, we already know codes for waste and technique, => code for 'management = ax'
Thus, code for 'farming fertilizer management' is any combination of 'li nb ax'
=> Ans - (D)
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5) Answer (A)
From statement 1 & 2, common word is 'few' coded as 'gs'.
Similarly, from 2 & 3, code for 'fertilizer = nb'
Now, in statement 2, two words are left, i.e. 'products' and 'available' coded as 'fo' or 'pz'
interchangeably.
Thus, code for available = 'pz' or 'fo'
=> Ans - (A)
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